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the intel i5-3220t cpu supports sysfw f/w upgrade. let's update the firmware on the viostor nvr and
welcome the new functions for flexible multi-server monitoring and long-term recording. the user
interface remains the same and sysfw still provides a default configuration for the nvr. for further
information, please visit . one of the most revolutionary features of this firmware is the support for
much more than 120 ip camera access. the embedded gps function makes all possible. with this

embedded feature, the multi-server monitoring is made possible on a single system with no need to
install any additional software and no complicated configuration. all the hard drives could be pooled

together to create the large storage space and space-saving rack could be realized. the firmware
upgrade is possible when the viostor-5020 is powered on. the sequence is simple. users can access
the firmware upgrade option from the main menu or from the dv port. once the firmware upgrade is
finished, the ipux 1310 firmware is flashed onto the viostor nvr. users can reboot the viostor nvr at
that time or access the firmware upgrade area on the system's web console. for more information,

please visit http://www.qnap.com/documentation/webui.htm# _toc31674560 . more and more users
are now interested in this new firmware. by upgrading the firmware, the users are able to use this
model as a typical multi-server server and monitor up to 120 live ip-based cameras at the same
time. with only one system, one could expand the scale of surveillance from the single poe to

multiple poe. with the embedded ip camera functions, the scale of network video surveillance could
be boundlessly expanded.
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2. it is easy to spot the mis-functioning of the monitoring/recording server: server monitoring/
recording mis-functioning server monitoring/recording device mis-functioning server mis-functioning
server device mis-functioning unequivocally, the most confusing point for most people is to use the

alt option to enable the multi-server monitoring and recording. in order to gain a better
understanding of this, this section explains how to setup multi-server monitoring and recording in

details, after a brief introduction to multi-server monitoring and recording is provided below. multi-
server monitoring and recording, new and improved functionmulti-server monitoring and recording is

a function that was introduced in the firmware version 2.1 for the viostor nvr, bringing many new
choices and possibilities to nvr users. this function allows users to monitor multi-server status and

recording simultaneously. so, multi-server monitoring and recording is a combination of multi-server
monitoring and recording and support multiple-server monitoring and recording. 1. visualization of
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the number of multi-server monitoring/ recording channels and the total number of recording, enable
nvr users to better understand the status of the monitoring/ recording channels, as well as the

recording status in addition to the brand control, the multi-server monitoring and recording function
can also be configured according to the user's requirement for monitoring and recording and the

user can set the monitoring/ recording to specific servers, or all of them, or the user can also set the
monitoring/recording to recording only. 5ec8ef588b
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